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When deciding on a finished floor,
considerations have to be made for aesthetics,
cleanliness, and functionality - what if you could
have all three? Since 2001, Durable Surfaces

has been at the forefront of coating system
technologies, providing world class systems
from beautiful design finishes to industrial
strength coatings. From your warehouse
battery charging station, to your executive

offices, Durable Surfaces can provide the wow
factor you are looking for.

 Durable Surfaces is The Concrete Authority.  



info@durablesurfaces.comwww.durablesurfaces.com

High Build systems bring extra protection
and durability to a facility's floor due to

it's coating thickness. These systems are
recommended for heavy manufacturing
centers, chemical labs, food processing

facilities, and areas susceptible to heavy
spills. 

HIGH BUILD SYSTEM

BRIDGEWATER, NJ

When it comes to food grade facilities, we
understand that passing SQF and HAACP
audits are of high importance. Our team

assists our clients in achieving their
criteria goals by installing a coating

system to meet compliance.

SAFE QUALITY FOODS

Our team provides decorative options,
such as a metallic finish, colored quartz

system, or a decorative flake. These
solutions are very popular in areas where
you want your facility to stand out and be

aesthetically pleasing to the eye.

Line striping provides a designated
space for battery charging areas,

walkways, and equipment parking spots.
These well defined areas are a visual
representation to ensure the safety of
your team, especially in a high traffic

facility.

LINE STRIPING

(610) 647-3852

CHESTER SPRINGS, PA HARRISBURG, PA

Moisture barrier can be installed on any
type of floor - it protects your floor from
moisture bleeding through the concrete.

Helps reduce the moisture to provide your
coating with a much stronger bond.

MOISTURE BARRIER

Epoxy coating bonds seamlessly to
existing floor surfaces, creating durable,

high-quality surfaces that are sure to
last for years. Epoxy flooring is also very
strong and resistant to wear and tear so
it makes an ideal choice for commercial

and industrial spaces.
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Our team holds partnerships to the
highest standard, making Durable
Surfaces a very client-focused
environment.

We take the extra time needed to
understand our clients expectations,
providing optimal service to our
customers.

Acid leaks, chemical spills, thermal
shock, and even day to day usage, can
abuse a concrete surface, requiring the
right coating system to protect the floor.

Our expertise lies in providing the
best techniques and execution as
they are critical components of a
proper coating system install.

Durable Surfaces is not only effective,
but also informative in our design
solutions. We take the time to educate
our clients on the best fit system for
their facility.

Floors installed with non-slip traction
additive increase site safety and
decrease liability.

As a part of our green solutions
initiative, we aim to use eco-friendly
processes and chemicals to effectively
get the job done, while keeping
everyone safe.

Our team is systematic in its approach to
every project. Coating systems require
strict procedures from start to finish.


